
PRESS RELEASE 
 
HowCom, TRY Opt, Calibrate and NØRR3 is launching an agency coalition in 
February, aiming to give the Nordic advertisers an independent and 
transparent alternative, when they select their future media agency partner. 
 
Independent Nordic Network, “INN”, will be the name of the new coalition of media agencies, and 
it is formed by the strong, local and independent agencies: HowCom in Sweden, TRY Opt in Norway, 
Calibrate in Denmark, and NØRR3 in Finland.  
 
The four local agency CEOs are excited about the new agency coalition:   
 
“We are four local agencies that share the same approach and passion for delivering values and 
business advantages to our clients. We are all local independent agencies, staffed with senior industry 
competences. Our agency operating model share the same, 100% transparent and objective belief that 
is rooted deep in our colleagues and our work with our clients.” says Heinrich Thomsen in Calibrate.  
 
The four agencies are all leading in their respective markets. NØRR3 and HowCom are ranked nr1 in 
agency of the year by Regi, TRY Opt is media agency of the year in Byråprofil, and Calibrate are 
ranked nr1 in Denmark in “objective & transparent”.  
 
“We know that many Nordic advertisers are looking for an alternative to the current options, which 
are mainly made up by the Nordic representatives from the four big global agency holding groups,” 
said Fredrik Lundgren in HowCom.  
 
“We have already had the chance to work together on a few Nordic clients, and the chemistry is good,” 
Gunnar Stensaker in TRY Opt explains. “When we have such similar values and agency DNA, it is easy 
to find common ground around formalizing our cooperation and establishing INN: Independent Nordic 
Network”. 
 
The new Nordic agency coalition will consist of more than 160 people based in Stockholm, Oslo, 
Copenhagen, and Helsinki, and handle a total media volume of more than 123 million EUR in 2023. 
 
“We truly believe that Nordic advertisers value our independent, transparent, objective and business-
oriented approach to how a media agency should operate. We are also convinced that our 
independent organizations and senior staff can deliver business understanding and a cooperation with 
the advertisers in which they feel prioritized. We know that many Nordic advertisers are looking for 
that today“, finishes Anni Honkaniemi in NØRR3.  
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Read more at www.independentnordicnetwork.com 
 
 


